
Using the manual to find answers to your questions can be challenging. The following are some of the pages I refer to constantly. I suggest taping this page to the inside front cover of your manual to have it available for quick reference.

The APA organization has produced an excellent audio/visual APA Style Tutorial to introduce you to the 6th edition of the manual. See web link below.
http://flash1r.apa.org/apastyle/basics/index.htm

The library also has an excellent tutorial available at
http://www.mccn.edu/library/tutorials-training/apa-primer.html

✓ Abbreviation of a reference name – 176-177, 184
✓ Crediting Sources (Citations) – 169-192
✓ Citation – When to cite – 169-170
✓ Citation electronic sources in text – Same as non-electronic sources
✓ Citation groups as authors – 176
✓ Citation groups as authors abbreviation of name – 176
✓ Citation in text – 174-179
✓ Citation one work with multiple authors – 175
✓ Citation of personal communication (may include lecture material from class) – 174, 179, 213, 179-180
✓ Citation of several studies on same subject – 177-178
✓ Citation secondary source in text – 178
✓ Citation Styles – 177
✓ Citation works with no author or anonymous author – 176
✓ Digital Object Identifier – 188-192
✓ Electronic Sources Digital Object Identifier (DOI) – 188-192
✓ Electronic PDF resources – 189
✓ Electronic Sources & Locator Information – 187-192
✓ Electronic Sources URL on reference page – 192
✓ Font/Typeface – 228-229
✓ Heading levels – 62-63 Change from 5th edition
✓ Italics – 104-106, 176-177 – in titles of works
✓ Paper, sample – 41-59 (Gives you a paper to look at for formatting)
✓ Paper specifications, general – 228-230
  o Abstract – 25 & 41
  o Author Note on Title Page – Do NOT include an author note on your title page this is for publication only
  o First page of text with introduction – 27 & 42
  o Line Spacing - 229
  o Paragraph indentation – 229
  o References – 180 use hanging indent for reference list
  o Running head – 229-230 & 41 NOTE change from 5th edition
  o Title page – 229 & 41 (sample paper) Note change from 5th edition
Title of paper – 23 & 41
Typeface, spacing, margins – 228-229

- Paraphrasing – 171-172
- Personal Communication – 174, 179, 213
- Personal Communication omitted from reference lists – 179-180
- Plagiarism – 170
- Publisher name – 187
- Punctuation – 87-96
- Quotations of sources, changes from original source – 172-173
- Quotations Block – 171 & 92 for formatting
- Quotations using citation & page number – 170-171
- Quotations of Online Material without Pagination – 171-172
- Reference list, hanging indent – 180
- Reference list, general section – 180-192
- Reference list examples – 193-224
- Reference arrangement of author with same name and same date – 182
- Reference no author – 183
- Reference with group authors – 183
- Reference no date – 185
- Reference volume & issue number – 186
- References, electronic media – 187-192
- References, in text of paper, no author – 176-177
- Referencing several articles in text – 177-178
- Referencing subsection of a website in text – same as non electronic sources
- Running head – 41, 229-230
- Sample Paper – 41-59
- Third Person – 69
- Title used in text of a sentence – 91
- Typeface/Font – 228-229

If you have any questions, please contact:
Sherry Hull, MS, RN
Room 302 Marion Hall
23405777
shull@mchs.com